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Presentation Notes
Good morning.I’m very pleased to be here with you today and have the opportunity to share some information about a medical condition that can affect any of us as fossil preparators. I’m sure that most, if not all of you, know Darren, he is a Senior Technician at the Royal Tyrrell with over 35 years experience and I have worked in fossil preparation at The National History Museum, London as both a volunteer and full time preparator for some 8 years.Just to set the background for the talk, a couple of years ago I picked up on some comments  from colleagues on facebook  about the lengthy use of airscribes (or airpens as they are also known) and I brought to the attention of one or two people the potential risks involved if you don’t take some simple protective measures against the vibrations that percussive tools like airscribes create.That dialogue struck a note with Darren and he suggested that we find a way to establish whether the issue was understood  within the preparator community and  do something to raise awareness.So, toward the end of last year we created a questionnaire and invited professional colleagues, amateur preparators and hobbyists  to participate and complete the  online survey.  We publicised the questionnaire on social media, at prep-related  pages and received a very good response with 170 participants, providing us with a representative dataset on which to base our findings. So, in the short time available today, I’m going to clarify what the issue is, what the survey results reveal and, most importantly suggest some practical steps to ensure that the potential health risk is minimised. We asked over 30 questions on the survey including some open text fields for comments, so this is a shortened presentation, but the full results and summaries are available afterwards if you’d like to copy them on to a memory stick. 



HAVS is a recognised risk/medical conditionHAVS is a recognised risk/medical condition
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Perhaps the first thing to say, in case there’s any doubt, is that Hand Arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS for short) exists and is a recognised medical condition. It’s sometimes referred to as ‘White Finger’ or ‘Dead Finger’ and, certainly within the industrial, manufacturing and construction sectors, is taken very seriously in terms of Health and Safety awareness and training. I suspect  that the reason for  low awareness within our specialism is that because the powerful airscribes  we use are small, the assumption has been that they are unlikely to cause injury. Well, as we are about to see, that’s  WRONG.The volume of percussive impacts made by an airscribe in just a short period of time is enormous and sets up vibrations that travel through the fingertips, hands and arms. An important factor is that the harder the matrix being worked, the more severe the vibration created.  Prolonged use of airscribes is likely over time to cause HAVS symptoms which include:Tingling and/or numbness in the fingertips;Loss of skin colour in the fingertips;Reduced ability to pick up small objects; Pain in the fingers and hands;Coldness in the fingertips.All of which is due to damage to nerve-endings and small blood vessels, affecting blood circulation.      So, what did the survey reveal?



Profile of survey respondents
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102 males and 68 females took part from 14 countries – Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Columbia, Great Britain, France, Germany, Mongolia, Poland, Spain, Switzerland and the USA.  46 % of all respondents described themselves as professional preparators, 30% as institutional students, volunteers or interns, 6% commercial preparators and 17% hobbyists, enthusiasts or some other involvement.So, over three quarters of responders are museum or institution based. And almost half of responders have between 1 and 10 years experience with the remainder over 10 years as preparators. The reported years’ usage of airscribes mirror those percentages very closely, so the survey has confirmed that airscribes are routinely used throughout a preparator’s career, which as we shall see is very important.
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All the familiar brands were reported as in use, with over 100 responders identifying Chicago Pneumatic, Aro and Mini Micro jacks – and multiple brands are used by individual preparators, including some adapted models as reported by 36% of responders. The various adaptations are listed in the full summary and I won’t go through those now.



Prio r to  a nswe ring  this  surve y, ho w a wa re  we re  yo u o f the  
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HAVS awareness prior to survey
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Less than 20% of people were fully aware of HAVS prior to the survey, 37% were only partially aware and a massive 44% were not aware at all.



HAVS awareness prior to survey by region
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Interestingly non-awareness was even higher among North American responders at 46%. In contrast over 63% of European responders were fully aware of HAVS.So overall almost half of the prep community were unaware of the serious potential health risk posed by airscribes.  That’s an issues which needs addressing by everyone involved in prep lab supervision and training, we would suggest.



Do  yo u o r yo ur e mp lo ye r ha ve  a  sp e c ific  he a lth a nd  sa fe ty  
p ro to co l a t yo ur ho me / ins titutio n to  a d d re ss  the  HAVS issue ?
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77.8% reported no H&S protocol in place
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We asked whether health and safety protocols were in place concerning airscribe usage and the answer was no from 78% in North America, no  from nearly 71% in Europe and no from almost 90% in other countries.85% have received no HAVS training and, of those who have, that has come mainly from colleagues with little in the way of formalised training courses. 
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Where protocols are in place, limits on airscribing periods and the use of gloves and padding were cited.
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In stark contrast to the lack of awareness and training, almost 3 quarters of responders have experienced HAVS symptoms but less than 9% of those (mainly female) sought medical advice. Over 90% of us simply ignore the symptoms.



If yo u e xp e rie nce  HAVS symp to ms d o  the se  usua lly  g o  a wa y 
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For most people – around 89%, the symptoms go away after a few minutes or hours. But for over 7% it takes days for the symptoms to go and for an unfortunate few – just over 3% - the symptoms, and therefore the damage, is permanent.So HAVS effects almost all of us, and produces long lasting or permanent problems in around 11% of cases. It needs to be taken seriously.



Our survey results confirmed the ‘several years’ 
lead time for symptoms
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And in case anyone is still unconvinced, of those who have experienced HAVS symptoms, 36% said that the symptoms started after several years – not straight away or after weeks or months – as was the case for the other 64%



“The hand-arm vibration syndrome causes changes 
in sensory perception which can lead to permanent 
numbness of fingers, muscle weakness and, in some 
cases, bouts of white finger. It is caused by working 
with vibrating tools. It would be unusual for you to 
develop hand-arm vibration syndrome unless you 
had used vibrating tools for at least ten years. If 
you stop working with vibrating tools it may prevent 
mild symptoms from getting worse”.

Source: http://www.patient.co.uk

Symptoms may take 10 years to develop
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Medical references state that it is unlikely that HAVS symptoms will occur in less than 10 years – so don’t be complacent if you don’t currently suffer – you could get a nasty shock in future.Surprisingly nearly three quarters of preparators don’t take any measures to counter vibration – like foam padding, gel sleeves or padded gloves. Those who do provided a number of examples of improvised aids and these too are listed in the full report. Please be aware though that you cannot protect against  the  vibrations produced by airscribes with padding  -  which will only make airscribing a little less uncomfortable. The key to protecting your fingers hands and arms is to limit periods of airscribing and to regularly change the way you hold the tools, to avoid focussing vibration on the same parts of the fingers and hand. Holding the airscribe unnecessarily tightly will also exacerbate the HAVS effects.
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That’s critical because most responders spend more than 50% of their prep time airscribing.



Ha s HAVS imp a cte d  yo ur wo rk  a s  a  fo ss il p re p a ra to r?
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Although some 60% said that HAVS has never impacted their work as a preparator, remember that symptoms can take years to appear and also that others report being occasionally or regularly impacted, with 2% no longer able to use vibration causing tools because of permanent damage.Less than half of responders said that projects were spaced to minimise or alternate the use of airscribes and shockingly, 42% said that they airscribe for 7 hours or more a day. The average maximum number of consecutive days spent airscribing is 8. The maximum quoted was 120 days!  One third experienced HAVS effects as a result, 1/3rd didn’t and a 3rd were not sure.55 people reported having experienced HAVS effects from other tools including Geo hammers, pick axes, jackhammers, rocksaws and chipping guns, so it should come as no surprise that airscribes – running at higher percussive rates – can also cause problems.And finally, almost all (95%) of responders who experienced symptoms reported HAVS in their dominant hand, as you’d expect.We included an open text field for additional comments in the survey and we received a couple of pages of very interesting observations and experiences. These too will be published along with the rest of the survey findings.
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Managing the length of time that you and your employees, volunteers or interns spend airscribing is made easier by the use of a Hand Arm Vibration Calculator.There is free software available to download from the web  that enables you to enter some technical details about the air tools you’re using and calculate safe usage levels. This version which  we use at the Natural History Museum in London is available from the Health & Safety Executive website at the address shown on the slide and from where you can also purchase booklets or download free advisory leaflets as pdfs. Instructions on how to use the calculator, which is an Excel spreadsheet, are also supplied.  The spreadsheet incorporates a formula called ‘meter per second squared’ which is the unit of acceleration in the international system of units.  Manufacturers must provide details of their products’ vibration levels as expressed in this formula.  The preprator or supervisor then enters the  “trigger time” – that’s the period during which the tool is actually being held during operation (which in the case of airscribes it is 100% as we don’t leave them running unheld). So, all that’s needed is to fill in the vibration magnitude and exposure duration in the white boxes and the software automatically calculates the rest.It will show you two critical things:- the EAV (Exposure Action Value) and ELV (Exposure Limit Value).  There are limits to both, above which the employer is required to take action to protect the employee.  Mainly, that means limits on the time spent airscribing.  You might be surprised to learn that employees who quote “regularly operate hammer action tools for more than about 1 hour per day” are consider to be at “high risk”.



Padded gloves & airscribe collars offer 
comfort only, not protection against HAVS
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Protective  gel gloves can, at best, mitigate some of the effects but will not block vibrations from your fingers hands and arms. Here is the brand that I use; they’re fairly lightweight with padding in the fingers and palms and I find them helpful and comfortable.Similarly, gel and foam sheaths fitted around airscribes do not offer full protection against vibration and are additional comfort measures only.To repeat, using the simple calculator and limiting the time spent airscribing and changing your grip on the tools during use are the most effective ways to protect against HAVS.



Be aware and safeguard yourself!
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Those of you working in preparation with employees or volunteers and interns, ought to check that your employers have in place the required H&S protocols and of course, also take personal responsibility to avoid injury during the course of working with vibration-inducing tools.  Hopefully everyone can now see that HAVS is real; it’s effects build cumulatively over years and people have varying sensitivity to it. The symptoms are warnings and shouldn’t be ignored and working within the prescribed limits will prevent the risk of permanent damage.  I hope that we have succeeded in raising awareness and Darren and I will be uploading the survey results and this presentation online and we will both publicise the links for everyone to access and share with colleagues.Thank you very much for your attention. 
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